Combating Bit Errors From Stuck Cells in Flash Memory Using Novel Information Theory Techniques
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Abstract—Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have been successfully deployed in NAND Flash memory based Solid State Drives (SSDs). As Flash memory scales, and has now advanced from planar architectures to three-dimensional ones, defects in the form of stuck cells have increased. Stuck cells are more difficult to correct using LDPC codes because they typically masquerade as reliable bits, but their persistence also offers opportunities to identify and fix them.

First, we propose the use of LDPC errors and erasures decoding to erase the bits read from known stuck cells. Second, we use sectionalized Flip-N-Write (FNW) to preprocess the codeword during writes to NAND to minimize bit errors due to stuck cells together with an LDPC inner code. Both proposals have been validated using simulation of a one kilobyte information block encoded in an LDPC code of rate 0.9. LDPC errors and erasures decoding and sectionalized FNW with LDPC result in 1.92× and 1.94× raw bit error rate (RBER) gains, respectively, for soft-decision decoding (SDD).

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3D) NAND Flash memory is replacing planar NAND in Solid State Drives (SSDs) because of 3D NAND’s higher data storage density. But in comparison to planar NAND, 3D NAND has more stuck-cell defects due to short and open circuits in word lines and bit lines. These defects contribute to the raw bit error rate (RBER) in 3D NAND.

Prior work on handling stuck cells consists of the work of Heegard [1] and work in [2], [3], [4], which mostly use code construction for resilience against stuck cells. However, these schemes result in codes with low rates or a practical stuck-cell probability. Recent work on using error correction pointers (ECP) [5] and a more refined implementation of ECP using pay-as-you-go (PAYG) [6] are very interesting but they need extra memory to store the data and locations of the stuck cells.

In this paper, we propose two methods to counter the impact of stuck cells and improve the performance of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes. First, we propose to flag the stuck cells as erasures and perform errors and erasures decoding of the LDPC codes. Second, we apply sectionalized Flip-N-Write (FNW) with an LDPC inner code. A patent application [8] has also been filed for this work. These methods assume that the locations of stuck cells are available. [7] describes how these stuck cell locations may be identified.

In the next section, we formulate the problems faced by LDPC codes due to stuck cells. Sections III and IV provide more details about LDPC errors and erasures decoding, and sectionalized FNW with LDPC, respectively. Section V shows the results and we draw conclusions in Section VI.

II. IMPACT OF HIGH CONFIDENCE ERRORS FROM STUCK CELL READS ON LDPC CODING GAINS

In Figure 1, we show a single-level cell (SLC) Flash memory threshold voltage (Vt) distributions for the erase (L0) and the program (L1) states. For a 5-strobe read, a read will give either a low, medium, or a high confidence logical bit ‘0’ or ‘1’. A major source of bit errors is the overlap between two adjacent Vt distributions, which are mostly read as low confidence bits. However, if the cell is open circuited, the cell would appear to have a high Vt, which is outside the Vt overlap region, so the cell would read as a high confidence ‘0’. Since bits read from stuck cells result in high confidence bit errors with probability 0.5, a large number of stuck cells can derail the LDPC decoding, which make use of confidence information.

III. LDPC ERRORS AND ERASURES DECODING WHERE BITS READ FROM STUCK CELLS ARE ERASURES

LDPC errors and erasures decoding can be performed by setting the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) to zero for the bits corresponding to stuck cells. We need to obtain the locations of the stuck cell before we can use this method to decode a codeword that is read from NAND.

IV. SECTIONALIZED FLIP-N-WRITE TO SHAPE THE DATA IN ACCORDANCE WITH BITS READ FROM STUCK CELLS

Alternatively, we could eliminate some of the bit errors due to stuck cells by preprocessing the data using sectionalized FNW, and then constructing an LDPC codeword to protect
against any additional bit errors. The stuck cell locations are needed when writing to the NAND, but not when reading from the NAND.

A. Flip-N-Write (FNW)

The Flip-N-Write (FNW) [9] data-shaping procedure is the building block of sectionalized FNW. FNW writes data in either its original form or its flipped form, in which all of the data bits are complemented. A one-bit flag indicates whether or not the written data is flipped.

For a given stuck cell, we can choose to write a logical bit ‘0’ or ‘1’ to it. By keeping the data the same or flipping all of the data bits, we can force the bit we write to match the defective value of the stuck cell. The subsequent read will see the expected bit value at the stuck cell and a bit error is prevented. After the codeword is corrected by the LDPC decoder, the data bits may need to be flipped back based on the value of the one-bit flag.

When there are more than one stuck cells, the maximum number of errors in data written to the NAND can be reduced to at most \( \lceil \frac{s}{2} \rceil \), where \( s \) is the number of stuck cells in the FNW-encoded data.

B. Sectionalized FNW

In sectionalized FNW, the data is divided into multiple sections, where each section of data can be separately flipped or not flipped to minimize the mismatches between the written data and the stuck cells’ defective values. Each section costs one additional flag bit, but increasing the number of sections results in a lower average RBER due to stuck cells.

We experimented with an LDPC codeword of data size one kilobyte and a code rate of 0.9. We divided the data bits into 10 sections, hence the length of each section is around \( n = (\lceil \frac{1024 \times 8}{10} \rceil) = 820 \), and we performed FNW for each section. We punctured 10 LDPC parity bits to make up for the 10 additional FNW flag bits. Given a probability \( q = 2 \times 10^{-3} \) that a bit corresponds to a stuck cell, and a stuck cell is an error half of the time, we would normally expect the stuck cells to contribute \( 2 \times 2 \times 10^{-3} = 4 \times 10^{-3} \) to the RBER. In contrast, the RBER of the data after sectionalized FNW is \( 4.33 \times 10^{-4} \): a reduction by \( 2.3 \times 10^{-4} \) or a difference of \( 6.67 \times 10^{-4} \).

The post sectionalized FNW data and FNW flag bits are encoded in an LDPC code. FNW is not applied to the LDPC parity bits, so they are vulnerable to stuck cells. When we include the LDPC parity bits, the RBER from stuck cells post sectionalized FNW increases to \( 4.89 \times 10^{-4} \).

V. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the codeword failure probability vs. RBER plots for LDPC hard-decision decoding (HDD) and soft-decision decoding (SDD) where \( q = 2 \times 10^{-3} \) of the bits being stuck cells. LDPC errors and erasures decoding and sectionalized FNW with LDPC result in \( 1.18 \times \) higher RBERs at the same codeword failure probabilities for HDD, and \( 1.92 \times \) and \( 1.94 \times \) higher RBERs, respectively, for SDD at codeword failure probability of \( 1 \times 10^{-7} \). Comparing with LDPC SDD without stuck cells, these methods completely eliminate the degradation in RBER caused by stuck cells, while Sectionalized FNW with LDPC performs even better with stuck cells.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed methods to improve the coding gain of the LDPC code, which is impaired by stuck cell defects and validated them with simulation results. First, we proposed LDPC errors and erasures decoding by treating the bits read from stuck cell as erasures. Assuming no information is better than wrong high confidence information when it comes to stuck cells. Second, we proposed a divide and conquer strategy where sectionalized FNW reduces the RBER due to stuck cells and LDPC corrects the residual bit errors. Rather than using LDPC to correct both bit errors due to stuck cells and bit errors due to \( V_t \) overlaps, it is better to use two different techniques to combat the two types of errors.
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